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Abstract
During ladle stirring, a gas is injected into the steel bath to generate a mixing of the liquid steel. The optimal process

control requires a reliable measurement of the stirring intensity, for which the induced ladle wall vibrations have proved to

be a potential indicator. An experimental cold water ladle with two eccentric nozzles and eight mono-axial accelerometers

was thus investigated to measure the vibrations. The effect of the sensors’ positions with respect to the gas plugs on the

vibration intensity was analyzed, and experimental data on several points of the ladle were collected for future numerical

simulations. It is shown that the vibration root-mean-square values depend not only on process parameters, such as gas flow

rate, water, and oil heights, but also on the radial and axial positions of the sensors. The vibration intensity is clearly higher,

close to the gas plumes, than in the opposite side. If one of the nozzles is clogged, the vibration intensity close to the

clogged nozzle drops drastically (� 36 to � 59%), while the vibrations close to the normal operating nozzle are hardly

affected. Based on these results, guidelines are provided for an optimized vibration-based stirring.
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1 Introduction

In ladle treatments, the steel bath is stirred by a gas injected

from the bottom of the ladle through one or several purging

plugs. The gas stirring promotes melt movement, homog-

enization, steel–slag reactions, and removal of deoxidation

products [1, 2]. Sometimes, the stirring intensity varies

because of gas leakage or plug clogging [3] and makes the

controlling of the stirring process difficult. More generally,

the main challenge is to find a reliable measurement of the

stirring efficiency. The injected gas causes continuous

formation and bursting of gas bubbles in the molten steel,

which induces mechanical vibrations to the ladle and the

surrounding ladle support where the ladle is placed for the

treatment. Therefore, one possibility for the stirring process

control is based on the measurements of the ladle wall

vibrations [4].

Several studies have been performed on the vibration

measurements of laboratory and industrial ladles. Burty

et al. [5, 6] studied advanced technique for ladle stirring

monitoring, including vibrations sensors and derived an

optimal vibration range to monitor the inclusion removal

rate. Behera et al. [7] implemented a stirring control sys-

tem, which is based on the measurements of vibrations, and

concluded that a vibration-based monitoring of the ladle

furnace enabled a reduction of 20% and 10% in argon gas

and aluminum consumption, respectively. Yenus et al. [8]

have studied multivariate analysis methodologies to ana-

lyze three-axial vibration signals measured from the

physical laboratory-scale cold model. Based on the prin-

cipal component analysis used to unveil the structure of the

measured data [9], they concluded that the contribution of

vibration along the x, y, and z directions was almost equal.

In a later study, Yenus et al. [10, 11] applied a similar
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methodology for a laboratory-scale and plant-scale vacuum

tank degasser. Nadif et al. [12] and Pylvänäinen et al. [13]

also analyzed the vibration measurements on vacuum tank

degassers and their relationship with process parameters.

Another research direction focuses on the oscillation

characteristics of argon–oxygen decarburization (AOD)

[14, 15], where vibrations are studied experimentally and

numerically on laboratory and industrial vessels, to

improve the design and the process of AOD converters.

Table 1 summarizes the main configurations studied in

the literatures. If some of these studies tested different

locations for the accelerometers, a typical practice seems to

use one sensor, whose position is chosen after preliminary

trials or with maintenance-related criteria (ease of access

and mounting). An alternative approach consists in using

multiple sensors. The simultaneous measurements at dif-

ferent radial and axial positions may improve the under-

standing of vibrations signals, especially in the case of

eccentric gas injection nozzles. Indeed, besides being

common in industry, eccentric nozzles generate plumes

which are not axial symmetrical and whose effect on the

ladle walls is therefore expected to be not symmetrical as

well. In this regard, the use of multiple sensors at different

locations together with eccentric nozzles appears relevant.

This paper aims at providing new insights concerning

the optimal number and position of vibrations sensors for

industrial stirring monitoring. More specifically, the study

focuses on a laboratory-scale ladle with two eccentric

nozzles and several accelerometers covering the ladle wall.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Physical model

The investigation was performed on a 1:5 scaled physical

model of a 150 t industrial steelmaking ladle made of

acrylic glass and containing two eccentric gas nozzles. To

obtain kinematic similarity, air, water, and rapeseed oil

were used to represent argon, liquid steel, and slag,

respectively. While water is a standard choice to simulate

liquid steel, several types of oil have a similar kinematic

viscosity to that of the slag and can be therefore chosen.

The main reasons for using rapeseed oil are its price and its

availability. The similarity criteria are based on the kine-

matic similarity of the gas plume, as expressed by the

Froude number Fr in Eq. (1) [16]:

Fr ¼
qgu

2
g

qlgd
; ð1Þ

where qg is the gas density; ql is the liquid density; ug is the

gas velocity; d is the characteristic length of the injection

device; and g is the gravitational acceleration. The rela-

tionship between the experimental and industrial flow rates

of gas Q0 and Q is given by the following equation [16]:

Q0 ¼ k2:5Q; ð2Þ

where k is the scale ratio. For more details about the

physical model, the reader is referred to Ref. [17]. Figure 1

illustrates the main characteristics of the water tank model.

The main dimensions are given in Table 2.

Similarly to the actual ladle, the diameter of the vessel

increases from the bottom to the top, and a pouring lip is

present on one side of the tank. However, the diameter

increase is rather limited (3% slope). In addition, it is

assumed that the presence of the lip does not significantly

influence the stirring pattern and the vibrations of the ladle

wall. Therefore, the results obtained on this experimental

setup are expected to be comparable to existing data from

the literature.

In order to study the influence of different process

parameters on vibrations, three water heights, six gas flow

levels, two oil thicknesses, and three nozzles cases were

Table 1 Studies on vibration measurements of gas-stirred vessels in metallurgy

References Physical model Industrial ladle Nozzle Vibrations sensors number, axis, and position

Burty et al. [5, 6] U (LF) U (LF) 1 1 sensor on ladle wall

Behara et al. [7] – U (LF) 2 eccentric 1 sensor on ladle car

Yenus et al. [8] U (LF) – 1 centered 1 triaxial on ladle wall (tested at 3 different heights)

Yenus et al. [10, 11] U (VTD) U (VTD) 2 eccentric 1 triaxial (tested on ladle, support, and tank wall)

Nadif et al. [12] U (VTD) U (VTD) 2 eccentric 1 sensor (tested with 3 axis and at 3 positions)

Pylvänäinen et al. [13] – U (VTD) 2 eccentric 1 horizontal and 1 vertical on tank

Odenthal et al. [14] U (AOD) U (AOD) – 1 sensor at vessel bottom

Wuppermann et al. [15] U (AOD) U (AOD) – 1 mono-axial at vessel bottom

Present work U (LF) – 2 eccentric 8 horizontal sensors (different radial and axial positions)

LF Ladle furnace; VTD vacuum tank degasser
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studied, corresponding to a total of 108 configurations; the

values of these parameters are reported in Table 3.

The lowest H1 was chosen to be below the level of the

lip and is half of the highest level H3, which corresponds

to the nominal value of the physical model. H2 is an

intermediary value between the lowest and highest water

level tested. The range of the gas flow rates allows to

cover soft, medium, and strong bubbling. As in the

common industrial practice, the same flow rate value is

applied to both nozzles in the configuration where they

operate simultaneously. In this case, the total gas flow

rates are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 L/min. The oil levels

allow to see how the presence or absence of oil influences

the vibrations measurements. Although the slag layer is

always present in industrial practice, its thickness varia-

tion is usually small and might not significantly impact

the vibration levels in comparison with other process

parameters. Choosing more drastic oil thicknesses may

facilitate the detection and observation of the effect of

slag on the vibrations measurements. Finally, the three

nozzles configurations correspond to three operating

conditions which can be found in industrial practice: The

normal situation, where both nozzles operate together

with the same flow rate, and a critical situation, where

one of the nozzle is completely clogged (zero flow rate)

while the other works correctly, and vice versa.

2.2 Vibrations sensors

In order to measure the vibrations simultaneously at dif-

ferent positions of the ladle wall, eight mono-axial

accelerometers of type MMF KS80D have been used. They

were calibrated using a calibrator PCB 394C06, which

produces vibrations of known amplitude ð9:90 m/s2 �
1:5%Þ and frequency ð159:1 Hz � 0:1 HzÞ, to ensure that

their nominal sensitivity is correct ð100 mV/g � 5%Þ. The

measurement range of the sensors is � 55 g.

Existing results from the literatures have shown that the

vibrations have the highest amplitude on the horizontal axis

and perpendicular to the ladle wall [10, 12]. In this study,

the sensors measure the vibrations horizontally, almost

perpendicular to the ladle wall (3% slope).

Fig. 1 Schematic of water tank model with orientations’ convention, nozzles’ position, and three water heights used in the campaign (H1 ¼ 32:5
cm, H2 ¼ 54 cm, and H3 ¼ 65 cm). a Top view; b perspective view

Table 2 Water tank dimensions

Model height 78 cm

Top diameter 58.5 cm

Bottom diameter 54 cm

Liquid Water

Liquid height 65 cm

Slag Rapeseed oil

Slag height 3 cm

Nozzles diameter 1.8 mm

Distance from nozzle center 15 cm

Angle h 48�

Total gas flow rate 3–57 L/min

Table 3 Configurations of the experimental campaign

Water height H1 ¼ 32:5 cm

H2 ¼ 54 cm

H3 ¼ 65 cm

Q for each nozzle 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 L/min

Oil level 0 cm (without oil)

3 cm (with oil)

Nozzles Nozzle NW only

Nozzle SW only

Both nozzles
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PVC blocks were specially manufactured with an

appropriate shape to fit on the outside tank wall. The

vibration sensors are screwed on these blocks, which are

then glued with corresponding PVC glue on the tank wall.

The total mass of one accelerometer with its mounting

PVC block is 99 g and is negligible in comparison with the

ladle mass. Therefore, it is assumed that the eight mounted

sensors do not impact the mechanical and vibrational

behavior of the ladle.

Two levels of sensors with four sensors per level were

mounted on the ladle wall: one at h1 ¼ 25 cm, and one at

h2 ¼ 54 cm. The positions are chosen according to two

criteria: the vertical level to the liquid free surface, and the

radial distance to the nozzles and, consequently, to the gas

plumes. Concerning the vertical position, the level corre-

sponding to h1 is a ‘deep’ position close to the ladle bottom

and to the gas nozzles. Note that the sensors located there

are always below the liquid free surface, i.e., h1\Hi,

i ¼ 1; 2; 3. The second level, h2, allows to study the

vibrations of the sensors, when they are either above the

free surface (H1\h2), on the same level as the free surface

(H2 ¼ h2), or below it (H3 [ h2). The last case also allows

to compare the signals of the sensors located far below and

just below the free surface. Concerning the radial distance

to the nozzles, two sensors are located as close as possible

to the two nozzles, while two others are diametrically

opposed. Finally, none of the sensors is mounted on the

pouring lip of the model.

The accelerometers are referred to according to their

position relatively to the lip of the ladle (which points at

the North N, Fig. 1). Their locations, as well as a pho-

tograph of the real water tank during the experimental

campaign, are illustrated in Fig. 2.

2.3 Signal treatment

For each of the 108 tested cases, 5 min with a sampling

frequency of 25.6 kHz is recorded for the eight sensors

simultaneously using a data acquisition module, leading to

a large amount of data.

The recording process is as follows:

1. Initially, the ladle is at rest during 30 s;

2. at the 30th second, the gas valves are opened, and the

flow rate reaches its target value very quickly;

3. the stirring runs at a constant gas flow rate during 3

min (180 s);

4. at the 210th second, the gas valves are closed, and the

bath returns to rest until the end of the recording (300th

second).

The signal processing was performed with the commercial

software MatlabTM. Using the calibration signal, a correc-

tion factor was derived for each accelerometer and applied

to all the raw signals. Then, the offsets were computed and

subtracted from the measurements, so that all the signals

have an offset equal to 0. These two preprocessing steps

ensure the comparability of the measurements.

An appropriate quantity to represent the vibrations

amplitude or intensity is the root-mean-square (RMS)

value of the acceleration signals (in m/s2) [18]. This

quantity has been computed from the preprocessed vibra-

tion data to make the analysis of this study.

Other types of signal treatment, e.g., frequency analysis,

are under current study to complete the exploitation of the

gathered data.

Although the stirring takes place between the 30th and

the 210th second, the root-mean-square values are

Fig. 2 Water tank model with oil layer. a Position and designation of accelerometers (h1 ¼ 25 cm and h2 ¼ 54 cm); b real water tank model. Two

sensors at h1 can be seen clearly and two sensors at h2 are behind the cables
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computed between 40 and 200 s in order to avoid transi-

tional phases and to capture a stirring as constant as

possible.

Figure 3 shows two examples of vibrations

measurements.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Relationship between vibration and process
parameters

3.1.1 Vibration RMS versus gas flow rate

In the nominal case, corresponding to the physical simi-

larity with the industrial ladle (H3, presence of oil, two

nozzles operating), the evolution of the vibration level of

the eight sensors with respect to the gas flow rate is illus-

trated in Fig. 4.

As reported in the studies [10, 12, 13, 19, 20], the

vibrations amplitude increases with the gas flow rate. The

relationship between the vibration level and the gas flow

rate is nonlinear, rather logarithmic. It is interesting to note

that this shape is similar to the ones obtained in Ref. [10],

although different geometries and materials are used in the

physical model.

In Fig. 4, it can be clearly seen that the vibrations

RMS values of the four accelerometers close to the

nozzles, i.e., sensors 3, 4, 7, and 8 are significantly higher

than the sensors which are diametrically opposed to them

(1, 2, 5, and 6), respectively. In addition, they also

Fig. 3 Example of measurement obtained. a Nozzle SW only, H3, Q ¼ 25 L/min, without oil; b Nozzle NW only, H2, Q ¼ 15 L/min, with oil

Fig. 4 RMS values of temporal acceleration signals between 40–200 s

versus total gas flow rate (H3, with oil layer and two nozzles

operating)
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increase faster with the gas flow rate than the opposite

sensors. This indicates that the radial position of the

sensors plays a major role in the measured vibration

intensity.

The comparison between the top and bottom sensors

which are close to the nozzles (3 vs 7 and 4 vs 8) shows

that the vibrations amplitude in the top tends to be slightly

stronger than the ones in the bottom.

In the other cases (H1 and H2, without oil, one nozzle

operating), the results are similar; they are not reproduced

here. Only the vibrations amplitude is different.

3.1.2 Vibration RMS versus water height

In the case where Q is fixed, and no oil layer is employed;

the evolution of the vibration RMS values with respect to

the water height is given in Fig. 5 for the bottom and top

sensors.

It can first be seen that the vibrations of the bottom

sensors tend to increase with higher water heights. This

conclusion confirms the results obtained by Nadif et al.

[12], where different experimental configurations with the

same order of magnitude as those in the present work have

been conducted. Regarding the top sensors, it is more

difficult to distinguish any trend. It should be noted,

however, that in the particular case H1, i.e., when the

sensors are located above the free surface, the vibrations

are much higher than those in the cases H2 and H3. Once

the sensors are at the same level (H2) or below the free

surface (H3), the vibrations drop. Since the height differ-

ence between H2 and H3 is quite small, the vibrations

amplitude seems to be hardly affected by a small water

height change.

By comparing the case H1 between top and bottom

sensors in Fig. 5, it can be further noticed that the signals

measured by the top accelerometers are 30–90% higher

than those measured by the bottom ones, even if they are

relatively far from the gas plumes (e.g., diametrically

opposed). This has been observed for all gas flow rates and

nozzle configurations employing H1, including the case

where the oil layer is added.

It is still an open question why the sensors located above

the free surface have these higher vibrations levels. Unlike

the bottom sensors, they are not facing the fluid and are

subjected only to free vibrations of the structure. One pos-

sible reason could be that they are less dampened than the

bottom sensors, leading to stronger vibrations amplitude.

These cases suggest that the vibrations amplitude

strongly depends on the vertical position of the sensors

relatively to the water height. In order to only capture

stirring-related vibrations, it is recommended to place the

sensors in the height of the bath rather than above the free

surface level, i.e., along the gas plumes, between the ladle

bottom, and the open eyes.

3.1.3 Vibration RMS versus presence of oil layer

Figure 6 illustrates the vibrations intensity with and with-

out oil layer, in the nominal configuration.

It can be observed that the top sensors are slightly more

sensitive to the slag height than the bottom sensors,

although this is not significant. More generally, as it has

also been seen in the other configurations, the vibrations

tend to slightly increase in the presence of the oil layer.

Since this increase is not significant when the oil height is

increased from 0 to 3 cm, small fluctuations of oil heights

Fig. 5 RMS values versus water height (Q ¼ 30 L/min, without oil layer and two nozzles operating). a Bottom sensors; b top sensors
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would be even more difficult to capture in the vibrations

measurements. Even if, in industrial practice, the slag is

much thicker and heavier than the parameters used in this

experiment, thanks to the physical similarity, the same

conclusion might be applicable for industrial vibrations

measurements.

3.2 Detection of nozzle clogging using several
sensors

3.2.1 Sensors close to nozzles

Since the previous results have shown that the strongest

vibration intensity is obtained with the sensors close to the

two gas plumes, only these four sensors are considered

here: 3 and 7 (SW-top and SW-bottom) and 4 and 8 (NW-

top and NW-bottom). Figure 7 shows the difference

between the three operating conditions: both nozzles SW

and NW, nozzle SW only, and nozzle NW only.

Interestingly, one can notice that the vibrations of the

sensors SW (respectively, NW) in the case where only

nozzle SW (respectively, NW) operates are very similar to

their level when both nozzles operate simultaneously. In

other words, the vibrations close to one nozzle (e.g., SW)

seem to be relatively independent from the operating

condition of the other nozzle (e.g., NW). This is an

important result, since it makes it easier to distinguish the

operating conditions of the two nozzles, by using (at least)

one sensor close to each nozzle, or, in other words, close to

each gas plume.

Furthermore, the vibrations amplitude of sensors 4 and 8

(NW-top and NW-bottom), when the nozzle NW operates,

is close to the one of the sensors 3 and 7 (SW-top and SW-

bottom) when the nozzle SW operates, at equivalent flow

rates.

The differences of RMS amplitudes between the three

operating configurations are computed in Table 4. It can

be seen that the nozzle clogging results in a significant

drop of the RMS value (� 36 to � 59%) of the sensors

located close to the clogged nozzle, in comparison with

its value where both nozzles work normally. Except for

low flow rates, the vibrations of the sensors close to the

operating nozzle are not affected very much by the

clogging of the second nozzle and the absence of its

corresponding gas plume (less than 10% change, for gas

flows superior to 15 L/min). With low flow rates, the

clogging of one nozzle results in a perceptible drop in the

vibration intensity of the sensors close to the operating

nozzle.

If only one sensor was used to detect the clogging of a

nozzle among several ones, it would have been difficult to

identify the reason for a vibration drop: decreasing stirring

intensity of the one nozzle (e.g., gas leakage) or the clog-

ging of the other. Using several sensors can be, in this

regard, more advantageous.

3.2.2 Note about other sensors

Finally, another interesting result, which is related to the

four sensors diametrically opposed to the gas plumes and

visible in Fig. 8, shows that the vibration levels of all of

them can significantly decrease (up to 30%) when only

one nozzle is operating, in comparison with the case with

two working nozzles. Although their vibration level

Fig. 6 RMS values versus oil layer (Q ¼ 30 L/min, H3 and two nozzles operating). a Bottom sensors; b top sensors
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always remains lower than those of the four sensors close

to the gas plumes, this result can be useful in practice:

using a third sensor located far from the gas plumes can

give an additional hint on the operating conditions of the

nozzles.

4 Conclusions

The aim of this study was to provide guidelines for opti-

mizing the number and the placement of accelerometers in

industrial application and ladle monitoring systems in order

to better identify the operating conditions of gas stirring.

The results show that the vibration RMS values are not

only related to usual process parameters, such as the gas

flow rate, the water height, and the oil layer thickness, as

reported in previous literatures, but they are also strongly

dependent on the radial and axial location of the

accelerometers. More precisely, the results suggest that the

sensors located close to the gas nozzles or purging plugs

are able to capture higher intensity levels than the ones

which are diametrically opposed. Furthermore, placing the

sensors quite far from the bottom of the ladle leads to

stronger vibrations. They should also not be placed too

high, i.e., above the liquid free surface, in order to better

describe the stirring intensity.

Table 4 Difference in RMS amplitude between reference case (two operating nozzles) and two cases with nozzle clogging

Q Nozzle SW operating (NW clogged)/% Nozzle NW operating (SW clogged)/%

SW-top (3) NW-top (4) SW-bottom (7) NW-bottom (8) SW-top (3) NW-top (4) SW-bottom (7) NW-bottom (8)

5 � 39.4 � 55.9 � 29.4 � 58.5 � 40.8 � 21.9 � 52.6 � 17.8

10 � 9.0 � 40.8 � 4.6 � 43.9 � 42.7 � 14.0 � 46.2 � 16.7

15 10.4 � 40.9 4.1 � 41.4 � 35.8 7.7 � 39.0 3.5

20 � 0.7 � 47.1 � 1.0 � 45.7 � 43.6 0.6 � 41.9 � 2.1

25 � 4.0 � 49.5 � 2.8 � 48.5 � 45.3 � 2.0 � 40.7 � 6.2

30 0.0 � 47.5 2.0 � 44.4 � 44.4 6.7 � 40.4 1.8

RMS amplitude ¼ 100 � RMSi�RMSref

RMSref

RMSref is RMS of vibrations in reference case (both nozzles operating in Fig. 7a); RMSi refers to RMS of vibrations in the case where only

nozzle i operates, i being either SW (Fig. 7b) or NW (Fig. 7c)

Fig. 7 RMS values of sensors close to nozzles versus total gas flow rate (H3, with oil layer). a Two nozzles operating; b nozzle SW only; c nozzle

NW only
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In other words, the recommended positions for each

sensor seem to be along the gas plume, between the ladle

bottom up to the open eye of the corresponding operating

nozzle. This leads to the strongest vibrations levels and

helps to estimate more precisely the stirring conditions.

Using several accelerometers, at least one close to each

nozzle, can facilitate the measurement of the stirring

intensity of the corresponding gas plume, the quantification

of a drop in the stirring efficiency (due to gas leakage for

example), and the detection of nozzle clogging. Moreover,

the stirring intensity and condition of each nozzle can be

estimated separately and independently. This knowledge

could be used to improve the predictability of process

outcome as well as the need for maintenance. An additional

third sensor, located this time far from the plume, e.g.,

diametrically opposed, can also give hints on the operating

conditions.

Since a numerical model of gas-induced wall vibrations

is currently under development, this laboratory study has

also provided experimental measurements at several points

of the ladle wall, which can then be advantageously used in

the validation of the numerical model.
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